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Abstract
We present a denotational model for F, the extension of second-order lambda calculus with
subtyping de,ned in Cardelli and Wegner (ACM Comput. Surveys 17(4) (1985) 471–522.) Types
are interpreted as arbitrary cpos and elements of types as natural transformations. We prove the
soundness of our model with respect to the equational theory of F (Cardelli et al. (Internat.
Conf. on Theoretical Aspects of Computer Software, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol.
526, Springer, Berlin, 1991, pp. 750–770)) and show coherence. Our model is of independent
interest, because it integrates ad hoc and parametric polymorphism in an elegant fashion, admits
nontrivial records and record update operations, and formalizes an “order faithfulness” criterion
for well-behaved multiple subtyping. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
A variety of denotational models for F (the second-order lambda calculus with
subtyping and bounded quanti,cation) [7] have already been proposed [1–5, 8, 13], and
this paper presents yet one more. Our reasons for doing so are threefold:
(i) We wish to formalize the intuition that both parametric and ad hoc polymorphic
functions are natural transformations and can live in the same framework. Real-life
languages use ad hoc polymorphism in crucial ways, but ad hoc polymorphism is often
prejudged as inelegant or undesirable. In his research on category-sorted algebra [14],
Reynolds points out that a well-behaved, ad hoc polymorphic operation is a natural
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transformation in a speci,c sense, and one contribution of our work is to show how
simply well-behaved ad hoc polymorphism can coexist with parametric polymorphism.
(ii) We wish to allow models where the type expression ∀:→  is interpreted as
a set of mappings (natural transformations) that include more than merely the identity
mapping (and its order-theoretic approximations). Our model is the ,rst, to our knowl-
edge, that has this trait, and therefore solves an outstanding problem with models for
F noted by Bruce and Longo [3] regarding record update operations. BrieGy stated,
an update operation on a record ,eld, I , of type , has the arity update I :∀{I :
}:→ : For earlier models of F, the only function that update I can denote is
(an approximation of) the identity. But our model can and does admit nonidentity,
parametrically polymorphic denotations for update I , including the desired updating
function. Surprisingly, the modelling of records and updating is trivial once the model
for F is formulated, so we proceed with a rigorous modelling of F and add records
at the end of the paper.
(iii) We wish to develop the newly discovered notion of “functor order faithfulness”
and study its role in the semantics of universal quanti,cation. Order faithfulness is
the formalization of well-behaved multiple subtyping. To explain, say that  is a type
that is an immediate subtype of the types 1; 2; : : : ; n, that is, =  {1; 2; : : : ; n}.
For each i, say that there is a coercion mapping, coercei : → i, which formal-
izes type-theoretic subsumption. The coercions are order faithful, if for all elements
a; b∈ ; for every i, if coercei(a) coerceii(b), then a b in  as well. A func-
tor that maps the ordering on type names to coercion mappings is order faithful
if the coercions in its image are. Order faithfulness is crucial to constructing our
model for F because it gives us guidance as to how to choose the proper coercions
between types.
The end result is a novel model for F whose technical development is of interest
in its own right.
The plan of the paper goes as follows: we begin with a survey of existing models
for F and a short comparison of these models to our own. Next, we present the
rudiments of category-sorted algebra, the foundation for our model, and we extend
it for self-application. This yields a domain theory for second-order lambda calculi,
which we use to give a denotational semantics for F. The semantics motivates a
number of technical questions regarding our choices of categories and the functor or-
der faithfulness property, which are answered. We ,nish with the extension of F to
records.
0.1. Models for F
We begin with a survey of previous models for polymorphic lambda calculus. To
provide a proper comparison, for each model we describe:
(i) the types de,ned by the model;
(ii) the elements belonging to the types, most speci,cally, the elements of the type
∀ top:→ ; which we abbreviate below as ∀:→ .
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(iii) the de,nition of subtype;
(iv) the semantics of terms, speci,cally, the denotation of the term  :x :  :x;
(v) coherence properties and additional interesting features of the model.
The ideal model: The ideal model of MacQueen et al. [13] provides denotations for
types and terms of F but cannot handle equality laws. One begins by constructing
the universal domain.
V = T + N + (V → V ) + (V × V ) + · · ·+ {wrong};
where T is the cpo of truth values and N is the cpo of naturals.
(i) The types de,ned by the model are the ideals of V (down-closed sets closed
under lubs of directed sets).
(ii) The elements of a type (ideal) are exactly the elements of the ideal. In particular,
one interprets the type name ∀: as [∀ :]= ⋂i∈K []([ 
→ i]), where K de-
notes the set of ideals that do not contain the element, wrong. Hence [∀:→ ]
denotes the ideal of functions that map inputs from an ideal, i, to outputs in i; for
the de,nition of V given above, this consists of approximations of the identity
function on V .
(iii) The subtype relation is interpreted as subset, and coercion between types is
embedding.
(iv) A term is interpreted in its “raw” (untyped) form as an element of V . Thus, the
polymorphic identity term is interpreted as < x :x=, which is the identity function
on V .
(v) The model possesses the following soundness property:   e : ⇒ if  |=  then
<e=∈ []. In addition, the model handles recursive types: for contractive func-
tionals, the Banach ,xed-point theorem guarantees existence of a unique ideal
de,ned by the functional. Unfortunately, the ideal model is not a model for the
second-order lambda calculus as the weak extensionality property fails
[4].
PER models over !: Here, one begins with the category, PER, of partial equivalence
relations (“pers”) over the natural numbers, ! [3]. (Alternatively, one can work within
the category of modest sets, of which PER is a subcategory.) Function application is
de,ned by Goedel numbering: m · n=m(n).
(i) The types are exactly the pers on !.
(ii) The elements of a type (per), R, are those equivalence classes, [n]R, such that n R n.
In particular, we have that [1→ 2]= {(m; n) | ∀p; q :p[1]q implies m ·p[2]
n · q} and also [∀ :]= ∏R⊆[] []([ 
→R]), which in PER is isomor-
phic to
⋂
R⊆[][]([ 
→R]). This means that [∀:→ ]=
⋂
R∈PER R→R: This
type contains just one element: the equivalence class for the (Goedel numbers of)
the identity function on !.
(iii) The subtyping relation is the subset relation on objects of PER, thus, 1 2
iM [1]⊆[2], for all . Note that, for types R1 and R2; R1⊆R2 does not
imply that the elements of type R1 are a subset of the elements of the type
R2. Coercion of an element of type R1 into an element of type R2 is done
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with a function convert: ∀:∀ :→ . This means the usual subsumption
rule,
;   e : 1   1  2
;   e : 2
must be interpreted in terms of the convert operation.
(iv) A typed term, ;   e : , is given its semantics by induction on the derivation
of its typing. In particular, <;    :e: ∀ :== g, where g(R)= < ∪
{ };   e : =([ 
→R]), for R⊆[]. As noted above, the interpretation
of the polymorphic identity lambda abstraction must produce the identity map
on PER.
(v) Because the semantics of a term is assigned within a second-order frame [4], one
obtains the desired coherence property: the denotation of a typed term is unaf-
fected by the derivation of its typing. One does not obtain a “casting property”,
however: even when 1 2 holds, <;   e : 1= = <;   e : 2=.
PER models over re8exive domains: The PER models developed independently by
Amadio and also by Cardone [8] replace ! by a “universal” domain, D, such as
D=N + B+ (D→D) + (D × D).
(i) The types in the model are complete, uniform, partial equivalence relations, that
is, pers that are directed complete, pointed (that is, ⊥R⊥), and uniform (that
is, x R y implies !n(x)R!n(y); where !n; n¿0, are the projection maps in the
inverse limit construction of D).
(ii) Elements of a type are de,ned as in the PER-! model, although the de,nition
of D causes the type [∀ ns:→ ] to contain (equivalence classes of) all
order-theoretic approximations to the identity function on D.
(iii) Subtyping is de,ned as before.
(iv) A term is interpreted in its “raw” form: for typed term, ;   e : , we calcu-
late <erase e=, where erase removes typing information from e, and we de,ne
<;   e : == [ <erase e=(erase ) ][]. In particular, [;    ns:x :  :x :
∀ ns:→ == [idD][∀ ns:→ ]
(iv) The expected soundness property holds. A major achievement of this approach is
the use of the complete uniform pers to model recursive types. The technique is
a re,nement of the work of Coppo.
Abadi and Plotkin [1] extended the eMorts by Amadio and Cardone. Their motivation
was to obtain a complete partial ordering on the pers. This makes possible recur-
sive types via inverse limit constructions on realizable functors and allows proofs by
,xed-point induction. The authors work with pers that are complete, uniform, and ad-
ditionally meet-closed and convex. (Meet closed: for sets X and Y indexed by I , if
for all i∈ I; Xi R Yi, then X R  Y . Convex: if xy z and x R z, then x R y.) The
universal domain, D, over which the pers are formed is required to be a Scott-domain.
A consequence of these restrictions is that for a; b∈D; a b implies [a]R R [b]R and
that the elements of a type form a Scott-domain.
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Bruce and Mitchell [5] provide a general framework for the per-based models
described above. Complete, uniform pers are called “nice”. A collection, R, of nice
pers is acceptable if
(a) R contains the per {(⊥;⊥)}, and is closed under function space, records, and
F-bounded quanti,cation
(b) if {Ri | i!}⊆ R and for all j¿i; Rj[i] =Ri, then there exists a unique R′ ∈R such
that for all i; R′[i] =R
i.
When working with acceptable pers, one can utilize a class of type functionals that
is richer than that proposed by Abadi and Plotkin, allowing bounded and F-bounded
polymorphism and giving models for F! with subtyping, bounded quanti,cation, records
and nontrivial recursive types. Examples of collections of acceptable pers are these
constructed by Amadio, Cardone, and Abadi and Plotkin.
Explicit coercion models: A diMerent approach to modelling F is taken by Breazu-
Tannen et al. [2], where the “source language” of F plus records and recursive types
is translated into a “target language” of explicitly typed F2 with recursive types, explicit
coercion operations, and no subtyping relations. When one provides a model, such as
a per model or a categorical model [9], for the target language, one obtains a model
via the translation for the source language. It is crucial that a model already exists for
the target language.
(i) The types of the model are the types of the target language, and a type name, , in
the source language is understood in terms of its translation, ∗, a type in the tar-
get language. Examples are (1→ 2)∗= ∗1 → ∗2 and (∀ :)∗=∀ :(→ ∗)
→ ∗. The latter states that bounded quanti,cation is decoded into a function
space that requires a coercion mapping as an argument to compute its result. In
particular, (∀ :→ )∗ is ∀ :(→ ns∗)→ (∗→ ∗).
(ii) The elements of a type in the target language are given, and for source language
type, , its elements are those of ∗.
(iii) Subtyping is modelled by assigning to each subtyping relation, 1 2, in the
source language, a coercion function, f : ∗1 → ∗2 . We require that the coercion
chosen for   is the identity on ∗; because the relation, , is freely generated
in the de,nition of F, we obtain a coherence property for coercions, speci,cally:
if 1 2 3, then h : ∗1 → ∗3 = (g : ∗2 → ∗3 ) ◦ (f : ∗1 → ∗2 ).
(iv) Source language terms are interpreted in terms of their translations into the target
language; the translation is de,ned by induction on the derivation of the typed
source language term. The translation of the introduction rule for universal quan-
ti,cation
;     e : 
    :e : ∀  :
is
∗;  : Type; f : → ∗  e : ∗
∗  :f : → ∗:e : ∀:(→ ∗)→ ∗ :
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(v) The main result of this work is a coherence property: regardless of the way a
well-typed source language term is derived, its semantics is unique. Because this
approach “translates away” subtyping, and the target language model is given at
the outset, the basic nature of bounded quanti,cation is not directly addressed.
The model in this paper: The motivation for our model stems from category-sorted
algebra [14], where a programming language with subtyping is speci,ed by a signature
consisting of a partial ordering, D, of sorts and a set, O, of operators. Each n-ary
operator f∈O is in fact a monotonic function f : Dn→D. The intuition is that D
speci,es the subtyping of the programming language and each operator f∈O is, to
some degree, polymorphic on D. Typically, D possesses a topmost element, which
stands for the “top”, “nonsense” or “error” type. Following category-sorted algebra
notation, we use “ns” to denote the topmost element. An interpretation, I , of D is a
functor to a suitable category, e.g., I : D⇒CPO⊥. Then, the operators are interpreted
as natural transformations that respect I : for f : Dn→D;f’s interpretation must be
a natural transformation +f : In(Dn)
·→I ◦f. These ideas are developed formally in
Section 2.
To model F, we generalize category-sorted algebra to include operators that can
self-apply.
(i) Types are elements from the reGexive domain D ∼= (B + (D→D))ns, where B
must be a ,nite Scott-domain. (The operators are taken from f ∈ D→D.) Type
names from F are mapped into types in D; the key mappings are
[1 → 2] = d ∈ D:if d  [1] then [2] else ns;
[∀  :] = {[]([ 
→ d]) |d  []}:
The ,rst clause exposes the usual subsumption principle for function type names,
and the second emphasizes that a universally quanti,ed type must behave con-
sistently with respect to all of its instantiations. For example, [∀ :→ ]=
{[→ ]([ 
→d]) |d∈D}=  {a∈D:if ad then a else ns |d∈D}= a∈
D:a.
(ii) Next, the elements of a type are de,ned by the interpretation functor, I :D⇒
CPO⊥. The types in D are interpreted as cpos and the ordering on the types is
interpreted as coercion maps. In particular, for b∈B; I [b] is a base cpo (e.g.,
I [Int]=Z), and for f : D→D; I [f] =I ·→I ◦f, that is, a cpo of natural trans-
formations of “arity” f. The latter requires a proof that I is well de,ned (see
p. 12). Thus, the elements of type [∀:→ ] are natural transformations of
form I ·→I , which includes more than just approximations to the identity natu-
ral transformation.
(iii) Subtyping is de,ned by the ordering on D, and there is no requirement that for
d1; d2 ∈D; d1d2 implies I [d1]⊆I [d2]. Since I must be a functor, I [d1d2]
de,nes a coercion morphism from I [d1] to I [d2] that all operations must respect.
In this sense, coherence is “forced” into the semantics.
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The new concept that is inherent to the model is that the set of coercion mor-
phisms must be “order faithful”: for every nonempty subset S = {d1; d2; : : : ; dn};
S ⊆D, and for the corresponding coercions, fi : I [S]→I [di], we must have
the following: if, for every a; b∈I [S]fi(a)I [di] fi(b) holds for every di ∈ S,
then aI [	S]b must hold also. That is, if the images of a; b∈I (S) are always
ordered when they are coerced, then a and b are ordered in I [S] as well.
(iv) Terms in F are interpreted by the structure of their typing derivation. Most im-
portantly, the natural transformation denoted by the term, ;     :M : ∀
:, is de,ned uniquely as a consequence of the order faithfulness property men-
tioned above. In particular, <O;    :x :  :x : ∀ :→ = = +, where +d(v)= v,
for all d∈D.
(v) As noted earlier, the semantics is proved sound with respect to the interpretation
of the type names, coherent, and satisfying the extensional equational theory of
F. The translation of type names into types looks super,cially like that of the
explicit coercion model, but a key diMerence is that the translation here inserts
semantic content into type names rather than discarding it in favour of explicit
coercions and a preassigned model.
1. Category-sorted algebra
Category-sorted algebra was developed by Reynolds [14] as a foundation for natural
(in the category-theoretic sense) polymorphism in the presence of subtyping.
We motivate the topic with a quick example: for the data type names int, real,
bool, and ns (which is the nonsense or error type), say that int real and t ns,
for all type names, t, and close the ordering under reGexivity and transitivity, giv-
ing a preordered set, |T |. Next, we desire a mixed mode addition operator, called
plus. The interpretation of plus should respect the ordering in |T |, and we formalize
this by giving plus a monotonic typing function, Tplus : |T | × |T |→ |T |, which de,nes
the type of answer plus produces from the types of its arguments. Tplus is de,ned
as
Tplus(int; int) = int;
Tplus(int; real) = Tplus(real; int) = Tplus(real; real) = real;
Tplus(t1; t2) = ns otherwise:
The typing function says that plus maps integer, integer pairs to integer answers; in-
teger, real pairs to real answers; and so on.
Operation plus must behave as speci,ed by Tplus, but it must also satisfy coherence
with respect to ; this is formalized by interpreting plus as a natural transformation.
First, the functor, |A| : |T |⇒CPO associates each type name to its meaning set, e.g.
|A|(int)=Z; |A|(real)=R, etc., and the functor maps the subtyping ordering into a
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family of coercion maps, e.g., |A|(int real) is a coercion map from Z to R. We have
Thus plus is interpreted as a natural transformation,
Aplus : |A| × |A| ·→|A| ◦ Tplus:
Here is the expected de,nition of Aplus:
Aplusint;int = addition on Z;
Aplusint;real = A
plus
real;int = mixed mode addition on Z and R;
Aplusreal;real = addition on R;
otherwise
Aplust1 ;t2 = f; where f(v1; v2) = () ∈ ns:
(For a natural transformation + from F to G, +d denotes the morphism from F[d] to
G[d].)
Coercions can interact with the additions without aMecting the ,nal result, e.g.,
for v1; v2 ∈Z; |A|(intreal)(Aplusint; int(v1; v2))=Aplusreal; real(|A|(intreal)v1; |A|(intreal)v2).
That is, two integers can be added and the result coerced to a real or two integers can
be coerced to reals and then added — the result is the same.
Here are the fundamental de,nitions.
Let C =(Ob(C);Mor(C); idC; ◦C) be a category. Assume that C has ,nite products.
Denition 1.1. An 6-signature is a pair, (6; ar), where 6 is a set of operator names
and ar : 6→N is a function that gives the arity of the operators.
Denition 1.2. An 6-algebra (based on C) is a pair, T =(|T |; {T! |!∈6}), where
|T | ∈Ob(C) is the carrier and, for each !∈6; T! : |T |ar(!)→|T | ∈Mor(C) is an ar(!)-
ary operation on |T |.
Denition 1.3. An 6–T-signature is a triple, (6; ar; T ), where 6 and ar are as before,
and T is an 6-algebra based on PreO, the category of preordered sets.
An 6–T-signature speci,es a set of polymorphic operators and their typing functions,
e.g., plus∈6; ar(plus)= 2; |T | is the poset of types seen in the previous example,
and Tplus is the typing function for plus.
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Denition 1.4. An 6–T-category-sorted algebra (based on C) is a pair,
A = (|A|; {A! |! ∈ 6});
where |A| : |T |⇒C, the carrier of A, is a functor, and for each !∈6, operation
A! : |A|ar(!) ·→|A| ◦T! is a natural transformation.
The associated machinery – homomorphisms, freely generated algebras, and so on –
is presented in [14].
2. Self-application
One obvious generalization of the constructions in the previous section is replacing
PreO, the category of preordered sets, in De,nition 1.3 by CPO⊥, the category of
complete partially ordered sets with ⊥. Another is allowing |T | to be de,ned with
domain constructions such as ×;+ and →. For example, if B= {int; real; : : :} is a set
of base type names, then de,ne |T | ∼=(B + (B→B))ns. (Here (D)ns denotes the cpo
D with an additional top element ns). B→B is the collection of typing functions of
polymorphic operations on B, and for f : B→B; |A|(f) : FB ·→FB ◦f is the collection
of natural transformations, ordered pointwise, that have f as their typing function.
(FB : B⇒CPO⊥ is the interpretation functor for base types.)
The next generalization is to incorporate the entire hierarchy of typing functions for
polymorphic operations into |T |. We de,ne
|T | ∼= (B+ (|T | → |T |))ns:
We will use elements of |T | as the “types” of phrases in F.
|T |’s de,nition can be solved by the usual techniques, e.g., [16], so the interesting
part is the de,nition of the interpretation functor |A| : |T |⇒CPO⊥. For clarity, these
particular instances of |T | and |A| will be denoted as DI and I , respectively.
I must be a solution to this recursive de,nition.
I [⊥] = {⊥},
I [ns]= {()};
I [b∈B] =FB(b); where FB : B⇒CPO⊥ interprets base types,
I [f∈ |T |→ |T |] = I ·→I ◦ f,
I [⊥  d] = x∈I [⊥]:⊥I [d],
I [d  ns]= x∈I [d]:();
I [b  b′] =FB[b  b′],
I [f  f′] = + ∈ I ·→I ◦ f:(d ∈ |T |:I [f(d)  f′(d)] ◦ +d)
(+d denotes the morphism from I [d] to I ◦f[d]).
Elements in the set I ·→I ◦f (we use +; 8; 9 for them) will be used as the denotations
of those lambda abstractions with type f in F.
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Since I is de,ned recursively we are not guaranteed that such a functor exists.
Fortunately, we can locate a solution in the category FuncCPO⊥ .
Denition 2.1. The category FuncCPO⊥ has as its objects pairs (DF ∈Ob(CPO⊥); F :
DF ⇒CPO⊥), such that for functor F , all F[dd′] are strict functions and F[⊥] ∼=
{⊥}. The morphisms between two objects (DF; F) and (DG;G) are pairs (f :DF →DG;
+ :F ·→G ◦f), where f is strict. Composition on morphisms (f :DF →DG; + :F ·→G ◦
f) and (g :DG→DH ; 9 :G ·→H ◦ g) is de,ned as (g ◦f; d∈DF:9f(d) ◦ +d).
Lemma 2.2. Let F;G :DF →CPO⊥ be functors. The set F ·→G of natural transforma-
tions between F and G; equipped with the canonical order + 9 i= ∀d∈DF : +d 9d;
is a cpo with (
⊔ˆ{+n})d=⊔ˆ{+nd}: (+d resp. 9d are morphism from F[d] to G[d]).
The category FuncCPO⊥ is closed under the common domain-theoretical operations,
which are de,ned in the following.
Denition 2.3. Let F;G ∈FuncCPO⊥ .
(a) The nonsense functor ns : FuncCPO⊥→FuncCPO⊥ is de,ned as
(use Fns for ns(F)):
Fns : (DF)ns→CPO⊥,
Fns[ns]= {()};
Fns[d∈DF ] =F[d],
Fns[d ns]= x∈F[d]:(),
Fns[dd′] =F[dd′],
ns(f : DF → DG; + : F ·→G ◦ f)
= (x ∈ (DF)ns:if x = ns then ns else f(x);
d ∈ (DF)ns:if d = ns then x ∈ {()}:() else +d):
(b) The product functor × : FuncCPO⊥ ×FuncCPO⊥→FuncCPO⊥ is de,ned as
F ×G :DF × DG→CPO⊥,
F ×G[(dF ; dG)]=F[dF ]×G[dG],
F ×G[(dF d′F ; dG d′G)]= (F[dF d′F ]; G[dG d′G]),
× ((f; +); (g; 9))= (f× g; +× 9), where +× 9 := (dF ; dG)∈DF × DG:+dF × 9dG .
(c) The sum functor + : FuncCPO⊥ ×FuncCPO⊥→FuncCPO⊥ is de,ned as
F + G :DF + DG→CPO⊥,
F + G[⊥] = {⊥};
F + G[(1; dF)]=F[dF ];
F + G[(2; dG)]=G[dG];
F + G[⊥ (1; dF)]= x∈{⊥}:⊥F[dF ]; F + G[⊥ (2; dG)]= x∈{⊥}:⊥G[dG];
F + G[(1; dF) (1; d′F)]=F[dF d′F ], F + G[(2; dG) (2; d′G)]=G[dG d′G];
+((f; +); (g; 9))= (f + g; ++ 9);
where ++9 := x∈DF+DG: cases x of ⊥→x∈{⊥}:⊥|(1; dF)→+dF |(2; dG)→9dG .
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(d) The exponentiation functor → : FuncopCPO⊥ ×FuncCPO⊥→FuncCPO⊥ is de,ned as
F→G : [DF →DG]→CPO⊥,
F→G[f] =F ·→G ◦f,
F→G[ff′] = +∈F ·→G ◦f:(d∈DF:G[f(d)f′(d)] ◦ +d)
→((f; +); (g; 9))= (h∈ [DF →DG] :g ◦ h ◦f; h∈ [DF →DG] :∈F·→G ◦ h:9 ◦ ◦ +).
We use these functors to de,ne the functor K : FuncCPO⊥⇒FuncCPO⊥ with K[F]
= (FB + (F→F))ns. Here FB :B⇒CPO⊥ is the functor that assigns the appropriate
cpos and coercion morphisms to the types in B. Now we oRcially de,ne our desired
functor, I .
Denition 2.4. Let B be a cpo of primitive types and let FB :B⇒CPO⊥ be a functor in
FuncCPO⊥ . Furthermore de,ne the functor K : FuncCPO⊥⇒FuncCPO⊥ as K[F] = (FB +
(F→F))ns. The functor I :DI ⇒CPO⊥, with DI ∼= (B+(DI →DI ))ns, is the initial
,xed point of KE constructed in the category FuncECPO⊥ (where the morphisms are
embedding-projection pairs; see [16]).
For this de,nition to be correct we must be able to construct the desired ,xed point
of K. We must show that FuncCPO⊥ is an O-category [16] that has limits of !
op-
chains. Then FuncECPO⊥ is an !-category. It is also necessary to prove that the functors
+; → and ns on FuncCPO⊥ are locally continuous.
Proposition 2.5 (Schmidt [15]). The category FuncCPO⊥ is an O-category; where the
order on hom(F :DF ⇒CPO⊥; G :DG⇒CPO⊥) is de?ned as follows:
(f; +)  (f′; +′)⇔ f  f′ and for all d ∈ DF :G[f(d)  f′(d)] ◦ +d  +′d:
The terminal object is the functor ⊥ : {⊥}⇒CPO⊥; every hom-set has a least element;
and composition of morphisms is left-strict. Also; the category FuncCPO⊥ has all limits
of !op-chains.
Proof. The proof is straightforward, so we show here only that all !op-chains have
limits. Let ; be an !op-chain in FuncCPO⊥ :
The limiting functor F! :D!⇒CPO⊥ is constructed as follows. The domain D! is
the limit of the Di′s: D!= {(d0; d1; : : : ; dn; : : :) |dn=fn(dn+1)}: F![(d0; d1; : : : ; dn; : : :)]
={(a0; a1; : : : ; an; : : :)∈
∏
n¿0 (F[dn]) | an=(+n)dn+1(an+1)}: F![(d0; : : : ; dn; : : :) (d′0; : : : ;
d′n; : : :)] =
∏
n¿0 (Fn[dnd′n]). It is clear that F! is a functor. The limiting morphisms
(hn; 8n) :F!→Fn are de,ned as: hn((d0; : : : ; dn; : : :))=dn and (8n)(d0 ; :::; dn;:::)((a0; : : : ;
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an; : : :))= an. F! together with morphisms (hn; 8n) is a natural source. Let now (G :DG⇒
CPO⊥; (gn; 9n) :G→Fn) be another natural source. The unique mediating morphism
(r; ) :G→F! is given by r(x)=
∏
n¿0 (gn(x)) and x(a)=
∏
n¿0((9n)x(a)).
Proposition 2.6 (Schmidt [15]). The functors from De?nition 2:3 are locally contin-
uous.
So, we can work with the category FuncECPO⊥ and with the functor K
E : FuncECPO⊥⇒
FuncECPO⊥ . The initial ,xed point of K
E can be now constructed.
Now that these technical hurdles are surmounted, we can de,ne operators that self-
apply. For an operator, !, the typing function, T!, is an element of |T |, and the
operation, A!, is an element of the cpo, I [T!] =I
·→I ◦T!. Hence, A!T! :I [T!]→
I [T!(T!)] is a function that can take A! as its argument.
3. A model for second-order lambda calculus with inheritance
In this section we develop a model for an extension of system F , called F, as
described in [6]. Additionally, we include type and term constants. The reader interested
in properties of F should consult the above paper. There it is shown that although
the equational theory of F is not conservative over F (because of rule Eq appl2), the
typing theory of F is conservative over F and F1 typing (in the later case “modulo
an equality”). The reader can also ,nd examples how a range of common constructs
can be encoded in F.
When introducing the model we hold the technical aspects to a minimum and delay
the in-depth treatment to the next section.
The syntax of our calculus follows.
Denition 3.1. The type names of the calculus F are de,ned by the following abstract
grammar:
T = V | C | T→ T|∀V  T:T|;
where V (resp. C) are countable sets of type variables (resp. type constants) with
ns∈C. We will use ;  for elements of V; t; s for elements of C and ; ; <; = for
elements of T. Polymorphic types of the form ∀: are represented by bounded poly-
morphic types ∀ ns:.
Denition 3.2. The set of untyped F-terms > is de,ned by the following abstract
syntax:
> = V | C | >> | V : T:>|V  T:>;
where V (resp. C) are countable sets of term variables (resp. term constants).
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We will use x; y for elements of V; c for elements of C and M;N and Q for elements
of >.
Denition 3.3. Let C be a partial ordering on the type constants. Furthermore let
 be a set of subtyping assumptions of the form  <. A subtyping rule   is
derivable from , notation   , if    can be produced by the following
rules:
(Sub ns)     ns;
(Sub const)   t1  t2 for t1  t2 ∈ C;
(Sub reG) ;   <    <;
(Sub trans)
         <
    < ;
(Sub →)   1  2   1  2
  2 → 1  1 → 2 ;
(Sub ∀)   1  2 ;   1  1  2
  (∀  2:1)  (∀  1:2) ;  ∈ FV():
A statement in F is of the form M :  with M ∈> and ∈T. A set of statements
= {x1 : 1; : : : ; xm : m} with distinct xi ∈V is called a basis.
Denition 3.4. A statement M :  is derivable in the calculus from a basis  and
subtyping assumptions , notation ;  M : , if ;  M :  can be produced by the
following assignments rules
(const) ;   c :  for all c ∈ C;
(var) ;   x :  if x :  ∈ ;
(→ E) ;   M : →  ;   N : 
;   MN :  ;
(→ I) ; ; x :   M : 
;   x : :M : →  ;
(∀E) ;   M : ∀  :   <  
;   M< : [ := <] ;
(∀I) ;   ;   M : 
;     :M :∀  : ;  =∈ (FV() ∪ FV());
(Inh)
;   M :      
;   M :  :
[ := <] is the result of substituting < for the free occurrences of  in .
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Denition 3.5. An equation in F is of the form ;  M↔N : , where ;  
M :  and ;  N : . The equational theory of F is de,ned by the following set
of inference rules:
(Eq symm)
;   M ↔ N : 
;   N ↔ M :  ;
(Eq trans)
;   M ↔ N :  ;   N ↔ Q : 
;   M ↔ Q :  ;
(Eq x)
;   x : 
;   x ↔ x :  ;
(Eq collapse)
;   M : ns ;   N : ns
;   M ↔ N : ns ;
(Eq fun)
; ; x :   M ↔ N : 
;   x : :M ↔ x : :N : →  ;
(Eq appl)
;   M1 ↔ M2 : →  ;   N1 ↔ N2 : 
;   M1N1 ↔ M2N2 :  ;
(Eq fun2)
;   ;   M ↔ N : 
;     :M ↔   :N :∀  : ;
(Eq appl2)
;   M ↔ N :∀  :   <1     <2  
  [ := <1]  =   [ := <2]  =
;   M<1 ↔ N<2 : = ;
(Eq eta)
;   M ↔ N : → 
;   y : :(My)↔ N : →  ; y =∈ dom();
(Eq eta2)
;   M ↔ N :∀  :
;     :(M)↔ N :∀  : ;  =∈ dom() ∪ dom();
(Eq beta)
; ; x :   M ↔ N :  ;   P ↔ Q : 
;   (x : :M)P ↔ N [x := Q] : 
(Eq beta2)
;   ;   M ↔ N :    <  
;   (  :M)<↔ N [ := <] : [ := <] :
Intuitively, the equation ;  M↔N :  means that the terms M and N describe the
same element of the type corresponding to .
The category FuncCPO⊥ is the essential part of our model. In this category we con-
struct the functor I , which is a solution to the functional de,ned in the previous sec-
tion. The functor I :DI ⇒CPO⊥ maps elements in DI to their corresponding cpos,
where DI ∼=(B+ (DI→DI ))ns and B is the domain of base types. For any derivable
statement ;  M :  we calculate its semantics in two major steps. First, we ,nd the
type, f ∈DI , associated with the type name ∈T. Next, we calculate the element in
the cpo I [f] that contains the meaning of M . We do this with the semantics functions
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in De,nition 3.13. To calculate f from , we use a function, [ ], which assigns to
each type name, , a type, []; in DI .
Denition 3.6. Let T be the type name system and let V be a countable set of type
variables. A type environment is a function  :V→DI . The empty type environment
is the function v∈V:⊥. Envtype is the set of all type environments.
Denition 3.7. The function [ ] :T×Envtype→DI is given by
(a) [t ∈C]= tB, where tB ∈B,
(b) [∈V]= ();
(c) [→ ]= d∈DI . if d  [] then [] else ns,
(d) [∀  :]= d∈DI ; d[] {[]([ 
→ d])}.
Notice that [[ := ]]= []([ 
→ []]). Also, in case (c) the function [→ ]
is continuous and therefore is indeed in [DI →DI ]. For case (d) to be correct, in,ma
of nonempty sets must exist in DI . (We will require that DI is bounded complete.)
Cases (a) and (b) are easy to understand: for each type constant we have a corre-
sponding primitive type in the set B, and to evaluate a type variable we look it up in
the environment.
In case (c) it is not enough to require that the resulting type, a function, maps []
to [] and everything else to ns. First, this function would not be continuous and thus
not in DI , and second, if a lambda term accepts an argument of type [] and maps it
to some element of type [], it also should accept all arguments of type d such that
d  [] and map them to answers in []. For example, the type [real→ bool] is
real→ bool
int → bool
⊥ → bool
else→ ns:
Case (c) also justi,es calling the elements in T type names instead of types. If for
some reason we decide that int is not a subtype of real, then the type of real→ bool
(which is a type name) changes to a function which maps int to ns. So, the type name
real→ bool can have diMerent types, depending on the ordering on the set B.
Case (d) needs a little more explanation. In De,nition 3.13, we will see that state-
ment ;  M :∀ :1→ 2 denotes a polymorphic function, that is, a natural trans-
formation +∈I [∀ :1→ 2]. We de,ne the natural transformations +t ∈I
[1→ 2]([ 
→ t]) as the denotation of the statement ;  M : 1→ 2 evaluated in
the type environment [ 
→ t], for t  []. The family +t ; t [], must behave con-
sistently, that is, if +t is applied to some argument x in a given context we should get a
result consistent with that obtained by applying + to x in the same context: : : : +(x) : : : ∼=
: : : +t(x) : : : : Therefore for each type d∈DI , whenever d′=([1→ 2]([ 
→ t]))(d);
+ must map arguments from I [d] to elements in a subtype of I [d′]: Otherwise, +
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would produce a result that cannot be dealt with. (We must be able to transform
results produced by + into results produced by +t .) So the type of the type name
∀  :1→ 2 must be less than all the types ([1→ 2]([ 
→ t])), for all t  [].
The environment ∈Envtype satis,es , written  |=, iM for all   <∈; () 
[<].
Lemma 3.8. Let    . For all  |=; []  [].
The term environment is de,ned similar to the type environment.
Denition 3.9. Let V be the set of term variables. A term environment is a function
 :V → ⋃d∈DI I [d]. The empty term environment is a function v∈V:⊥I [⊥]. Envterm
is the set of all term environments.
Denition 3.10. The set of F-environments, EnvF , is de,ned as EnvF =Envterm ×
Envtype.
The empty F-environment, ∅, is the product of the empty term and type environ-
ments.
To simplify notation we will apply ∈EnvF to both type variables and term vari-
ables, instead of using the product (term ; type).
When we evaluate a statement ;  M : , the F-environment  must satisfy 
and .
Denition 3.11. A F-environment  satis,es the basis  and subtyping assumptions
, written  |= ; , iM for all x : ∈; (x)∈I [z] for some z  [] and for all
  <∈; ()  [<].
For example, if we have x : real∈ and (x)= 5int then  satis,es  as 5int ∈I [int]
and int  [real]= real. Obviously, we can convert 5int into 5real using the subtyping
morphism I [int  real].
Each F-term constant corresponds to a given element in one of the primitive types.
Denition 3.12. The function Ev assigns elements of primitive types to term constants:
Ev : C →
⋃
d∈D
I [d] with Ev(c) ∈ I []:
At this point we are ready to de,ne our semantics functions with the help of the
functor I .
Denition 3.13. For any derivable statement ;   M :  and any F-environment
 |= ;  we de,ne <;  M : = inductively over the structure of the derivation:
(a) (const)
<;   c : ==Ev(c);
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(b) (var)
<;   x : ==I [z  []]((x)) where (x)∈I [z];
(c) (→E)
<;  MN : ==(<;  M : → =)[](<;  N : =);
(d) (→ I)
<;   x : :M : → =
= d∈DI :if d  [] then a ∈ I [d]:() else
a ∈ I [d]:<; ; x :   M : = ([x 
→ a])
(e) (∀E)
<;   M< : [ := <]= 
= I [[∀  :]  []([ 
→ [<]])](<;   M : ∀  :=)
(f) (∀I)
<;     :M : ∀  :=
= the unique 8 ∈ I [[∀  :]]
such that
I [[∀ :]  []([→ d])](8) = <;   ;   M : = ([ 
→ d])
for all d  []:
(g) <;  M : = = I [[] []](<;  M : =).
We have to show that the de,nition is well formed. We do it in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.14. Let I : DI ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor with property > (see De?nition
3:20). For all derivable statements ;  M :  and for all  |=; ; <;  M : =
is well de?ned and <;  M : =∈I [[]].
Proof. The proof goes by structural induction. The cases (const), (var), (→ E), (∀E)
and (Inh) are trivial.
In case (→ I) we need to show that the commutivity requirement for natural trans-
formations holds and that the functions a∈I [d]:<; ; x :  M : = ([x 
→ a]) are con-
tinuous. The ,rst is trivial and the second is the result of Proposition 3.15. Case (∀I)
follows from Proposition 3.17.
We state the needed propositions and postpone their proofs to the next section.
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Proposition 3.15. Let I : DI ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor with property >. Also let <; 
M : = be well de?ned for all  |=; . Then for every x : ∈ and every d []
the function a∈I [d] : <;  M : =([x 
→ a]) is continuous.
Denition 3.16. Let E⊆EnvF be a set of F-environments. We say that E is sound
with respect to ;  iM for all ∈E;  |=;  holds and for every ′ ∈E;  and ′
are equal at .
Proposition 3.17. Let I : DI ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor with property >. Furthermore
let <;  M : = be well de?ned for all ∈E⊆EnvF ; where E is some set of
sound environments. Then there exists a unique 8∈I [{[] | ∈E}]; st. for all
∈E : I [{[]′ | ′ ∈E} []](8)= <;  M : =.
The reason why we delay the proofs is that they rely on some properties of the
functor I , which we de,ne now.
Denition 3.18. Let F : DF ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor in FuncCPO⊥ . The functor F pre-
serves directed colimits iM for every directed set M ⊆DF , F[
⊔ˆ
M ] is the colimit of
{F[m] |m∈M}.
Denition 3.19. The functor F : DF ⇒ CPO⊥ is called order faithful iM DF is bounded
complete and for any nonempty subset Q⊆DF and any a; b∈F[Q]:
(F[Q  q](a)  F[Q  q](b) for all q ∈ Q)⇒ (a 	Q b):
Denition 3.20. The functor F : DF ⇒CPO⊥ in FuncCPO⊥ has the property > iM F
preserves directed colimits, it is order faithful, and DF is a Scott-domain (an algebraic,
bounded complete cpo).
We will be able to prove Propositions 3.15 and 3.17 if the functor I has the property
>. Whether I satis,es > depends on the functor FB : B⇒ CPO⊥. In the next section
we will see that if B is ,nite and bounded complete and FB is order faithful, then I
will have property >.
We de,ned the meaning of a term ;   M :  with respect to a valid derivation of
the typing judgment M : . Because of the rule (Inh) a typing judgment in F can have
many possible derivations. Obviously, we expect that the meaning of a term does not
depend on the choice of the derivation for the typing judgment. We need a coherence
result. (We write <;  M : =; for the meaning of a term M :  in the environment
 with respect to the derivation ;.)
Theorem 3.21. Let ;1 be a derivation of ;  M :  and let ;2 be a derivation of
;  M : . Then for any  ;  I [[] []](<;  M : =;1)=I [[] []]
(<;  M : =;2).
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Proof. The proof goes by induction over the derivation of typing judgments and is
rather lengthy. Here we show the case (→ I).
Let ;1 and ;2 be the following two derivations (where the last steps use the (Inh)
rule only):
;1
; ; x :   M : 1
;   x : :M : → 1   → 1  <1;1 → =1;1
...
...
;   x : :M : <1 → =1
;2
; ; x :   M : 2
;   x : :M : → 2   → 2  <2;1 → =2;1
...
...
;   x : :M : <2 → =2
Furthermore let <1 → =1 <→ = and <2 → =2 <→ =.
We want to show that I [[<1 → =1] [< → =]](<;   x :  :M : <1 → =1=)=
I [[<2 → =2] [<→ =]](<;    x :  :M : <2 → =2=).
We know that < <1; <2 · · ·  <1;1; <2;1 and that 1; 2 =1;1; =2;1 · · · =1; =2
 =.
I [[<1 → =1]  [<→ =]](<;   x : :M : <1 → =1=)
= (see Section 2)
d ∈ DI :I [[<1→=1](d)  [<→=](d)] ◦ (<;    x : :M : <1→=1=)d
= d ∈ DI :I [[<1 → =1](d)  [<→ =](d)]
◦ (I [[→ 1]  [<1 → =1]](<;    x : :M : → 1=))d
= d ∈ DI :I [[<1 → =1](d)  [<→ =](d)]
◦ (I [[→1](d)  [<1→=1](d)] ◦ (<;    x : :M : →1=)d)
= d ∈ DI :I [[→1](d)  [<→=](d)] ◦ (<;    x : :M : →1=)d
= d ∈ DI :I [[→ 1](d)  [<→ =](d)]
◦ (if d  [] then a ∈ I [d]:() else
a ∈ I [d]:<; ; x :   M : 1=([x 
→ a]))
= (by induction hypothesis)
d ∈ DI :I [[→ 2](d)  [<→ =](d)]
◦ (if d  [] then a ∈ I [d]:() else
a ∈ I [d]:<; ; x :   M : 2=([x 
→ a]))
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=
...
= I [[<2 → =2]  [<→ =]](<;   x : :M : <2 → =2]):
The desired coherence result is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem.
Corollary 3.22. Let ;1 and ;2 be two derivations of the same typing judgment M : .
Then (<;   M : =;1)= (<;   M : =;2).
At this point we are able to prove that our model is sound with respect to the
equational theory of F.
Theorem 3.23. Let ;   M ↔ N :  be a derivable equation in F. Then (<;  
M : =)= (<;   N : =).
Proof. The proof is easy. We show the case (Eq appl2).
For the two derivations
;   M : ∀  :
;   M<1 : [ := <1]
;   M<1 : =
and
;   N : ∀  :
;   N<2 : [ := <2]
;   N<2 : =
:
we get
<;   M<1 : ==
= I [[[ := <1]]  [=]](<;   M<1 : [ := <1]=)
= I [[[ := <1]]  [=]](I [[∀  :]
 [[ := <1]]](<;   M : ∀  :=)
= I [[∀  :]  [=]](<;   M : ∀  :=)
= (by inductive hypothesis)
I [[∀  :]  [=]](<;   N : ∀  :=)
=
...
= <;   N<2 : ==:
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4. Theory behind the model
In this section we deliver the missing proofs from the previous section. As stated
earlier, the functor I must have the property >, de,ned in De,nition 3.20. With some
examples we will see what could go wrong if I does not satisfy the >-property.
The following example shows what goes wrong if the functor I is not order faithful.
Example 4.1. Let I :DI ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor speci,ed by the following ,gure:
The functor I obviously is not order faithful as w=  {y; z}; I [w  y](1)  I [w 
y](2) and I [w  z](1)  I [w  z](2) but 1  2 in I [w]. Now consider the following
derivation:
x :   x : 
 x : :x : →  :
De,ne E := {y; z}⊆EnvF , where y = [ 
→ y]∅ and z = [ 
→ z]∅. E is sound
with respect to the base = ∅. In the environment y the type of x : :x : → 
is the function fy, st. fy(y)=fy(w)=Fy(⊥)=y and fy(q)= ns else. In the environ-
ment z we have the function fz with fz(z)=fz(w)=fz(⊥)= z and fz(q)= ns else.
When we apply the semantics de,nitions to the statement  x : :x : → , we get
<x : :x : →=y=+∈I ·→I ◦fy where +y=idI [y], +w=x∈I [w]:1, +⊥= x:⊥I [y]
and +q= x:() for all remaining q. Similarly, [ x : :x : → ]z = 9∈I ·→I ◦fz
with 9z = idI [z], 9w = x∈I [w]:2, 9⊥= x:⊥I [z] and 9q= x:(). The in,mum of fy =
[→ ]y and fz = [→ ]z is the function fy	z with fy	z(y)=y, fy	z(z)= z, fy	z(w)
=fy	z(⊥)=w and fy	z(q)= ns otherwise. Now we look for a unique element 8∈
I [fy	z] =I
·→fy	z, st. I [fy	z  fy](8)= < x : :x : → =y and I [fy	z  fz](8)=
< x : :x : → =z. The reader will notice that we have four diMerent elements 8i(i∈
{1 : : : 4}) that can be transformed back to < x : :x : → =y and < x : :x : → ]z.
(8i)y = idI [y] and (8i)z = idI [z] for all i. But there are four possible functions from I [w]
to I ◦fy	z[w] =I [w] : (81)w = x:1, (82)w = x:2, (83)w = idI [w] and (84)w = [⊥→⊥|
1 
→ 2 | 2 
→ 1]. So the uniqueness property is violated. What is worse, from those four
diMerent (8i)’s we cannot choose any special element, as the set {8i} does not have
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a smallest nor a biggest element. This example shows that if I is not order faithful
then Proposition 3.17 does not hold.
The next example will show what can go wrong if the functor I does not preserve
directed colimits.
Example 4.2. Again we de,ne the functor I :DI ⇒CPO⊥ with the help of the fol-
lowing ,gure:
The functor I does not preserve directed colimits as !=
⊔ˆ{xn}, but I [!] is not the
colimit of I [x1]→I [x2]→ · · · →I [xn]→ · · · . We look one more time at the state-
ment  x : :x : → . De,ne E := {n | n∈N}⊆Env where n= [ 
→ xn]∅.
Notice that [ 
→!]∅ is not in E. Again E is sound with respect to . For all n,
< x : :x : → ]n= +n ∈I ·→I ◦ (x:if x xn then xn else ns) with (+n)xk = idI [n] ◦
I [xk  xn] for all xk  xn and (+n)xq = x:() else. (In particular (+n)!= x:():) We
have {[→ ]n | n∈N}= x:if x! then x else ns. As in the previous example
we have four diMerent (8i)’s in I [{[→ ]n | n∈N}], st. I [{[→ ]n | n∈N} 
[→ ]n](8i)= < x : :x : → =n. Also there is no way to determine which one of
the (8i)’s should be chosen. So if I does not preserve directed colimits, Proposition
3.17 fails.
How can we guarantee that the functor I , which is the ,xed point of the functor
K : FuncCPO⊥⇒FuncCPO⊥ , will have the property >? It is safe to assume that all the
functors in the chain
; = ⊥⊥→K[⊥]−→ K[⊥] F[⊥→K[⊥]]−→ K2[⊥]K
2[⊥→K[⊥]]−→ · · ·
must have the desired properties (I is the colimit of this chain, c.f. De,nition 2.4).
As we start this construction with the functor FB :B⇒CPO⊥ we should make sure that
FB is the right functor. But is it enough to require that FB is order faithful and that it
preserves directed colimits? Unfortunately no.
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Example 4.3. The functorK was de,ned asK[F] = (FB+(F→F))ns. So if all Ki[⊥]
have property > then → : FuncopCPO⊥ ×FuncCPO⊥→FuncCPO⊥ should preserve this prop-
erty. But this is not the case. We de,ne the functor FB :B⇒CPO⊥ as
The functor FB→FB : [B→B]⇒CPO⊥ with FB→FB[f] =FB →˙FB ◦f maps functions
in [B→B] into cpos of natural transformations.
Next we de,ne the functions fi :B→B as fi(⊥)=⊥, fi(ns)= ns, fi(k)= ns for
k ∈{1; : : : ; i} and fi(k)=⊥ for k ∈{i+1; : : :}. Obviously, fifi+1 and
⊔ˆ{fi}= x:ns.
In all the cpos FB →˙FB ◦fi we have only one natural transformation +⊥ with (+⊥)n=
x:⊥. But in FB →˙FB ◦ (
⊔ˆ{fi}) there are two natural transformations +⊥ and + with
(+)n= id. So FB→FB[
⊔ˆ{fi}] is not the colimit of the cpos FB→FB[fi].
The functor → also does not preserve order faithfulness.
Example 4.4. We need to modify Example 4.2 slightly. The functor I is order faithful
on the chain {xn}, and assume that it is also order faithful for the rest of the domain
DI . De,ne the subset X ⊆DI →DI as X := {[→ ]n] | n∈N}. For all n and all four
(8i)’s we have I [{[→ ]n | n∈N} [→ ]n] (8i)=I [{[→ ]n | n∈N}
[→ ]n] (8j) but not 8i 8j. So I →I is not order faithful.
Does this mean we cannot construct the functor I with property >? Not necessarily.
We will have to modify the functor FB slightly more. The solution is to require that
the domain B of primitive types is ,nite. In this case all the functors in the chain:
; = ⊥ ⊥→K[⊥]−→ K[⊥] F[⊥→K[⊥]]−→ K2[⊥] K
2[⊥→K[⊥]]−→ · · ·
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are functors from a ,nite domain into CPO⊥. (The function space and the sum of
two ,nite domains are ,nite.) Obviously, all these functors Ki[⊥] preserve directed
colimits as all directed sets in M are ,nite and therefore
⊔ˆ
M ∈M . Also all Ki[⊥]
are order faithful as long as FB is.
Lemma 4.5. Let F :DF ⇒CPO⊥ be an order faithful functor in FuncCPO⊥ with a
?nite domain DF and G :DG⇒CPO⊥ be a functor with DG ?nite. Then the functor
G→F : [DG→DF ]⇒CPO⊥ is also order faithful.
Proof. As DG→DF is ,nite all subsets X ⊆DG→DF must also be ,nite. So the in,mum
of X can be taken “pointwise”: X = d∈DF :{f(d) |f∈X }. Now let +; 9∈G →˙F ◦
(X ), st. G→F[(X )f] (+)G→F[(X )⊆f] (9) for all f∈X . Then of course
for d∈DG and x∈G[d] we must have F[(X )(d)f(d)](+d(x))F[(X )(d)f(d)]
(9d(x)) for all f∈X . So +d(x) 9d(x) for all x∈G[d] as F is order faithful. This
shows that + 9.
It is straightforward to show that Gns, F+G and F×G are order-faithful functors as
long as F and G are. So we know that all the functors in the chain ⊥→K[⊥]→· · ·→
Ki[⊥]→· · · have property >. Does the colimit of this chain, which is the -functor
I , have the property >? First we check order faithfulness.
Proposition 4.6. Let ; be an !-chain (An :DAn ⇒CPO⊥; (fn :DAn →DAn+1 ; 8 :An →˙
An+1 ◦fn)) in FuncECPO⊥ and let G :;→A be the colimit for ; with Gn=(hn :DAn→DA;
+n :An →˙A ◦ hn). If all functors An are order faithful then the functor A is also order
faithful.
Proof. A :DA⇒CPO⊥ is the colimiting functor. Let X ⊆DA and a; b∈A[X ], st. A[X 
x](a)A[X  x] (b) for all x∈X . G is an O-colimit (we work in an O-category)
and therefore
⊔{A[hn ◦ (hn)R(X ) X ] ◦ (+n)(hn)R(	X ) ◦ ((+n)R)	X }= idA[	X ]. As pro-
jections preserve in,ma, for all n we get (hn)R(X )={(hn)R(x) |x∈X }. Also An[(hn)R
(X ) (hn)R(x)] (((+n)R)	X (a))An[(hn)R(X ) (hn)R(x)] (((+n)R)	X (b)). As An is
order faithful we can deduce that ((+n)R)	X (a) ((+n)R)	X (b). From this it follows
that A[hn ◦ (hn)R(X ) X ] ◦ (+n)(hn)R(	X ) ◦ ((+n)R)	X (a)A[hn ◦ (hn)R(X ) X ] ◦
(+n)(hn)R(	X ) ◦ ((+n)R)	X (b). Now it is immediately clear that a b.
We still have to show that we can construct I in such way that it preserves directed
colimits.
Proposition 4.7. Let ; be an !-chain (An :DAn ⇒CPO⊥; (fn :DAn →DAn+1 ; 8 :An →˙
An+1 ◦fn)) in FuncECPO⊥ and let G :;→A be the colimit for ; with Gn=(hn :DAn→DA;
+n :An →˙A ◦ hn). If for all functors An the domain DAn is ?nite then the colimiting
functor A :DA⇒CPO⊥ preserves directed colimits.
Proof. We construct the limiting source H :A!→;R in FuncPCPO⊥ as in the proof
to Proposition 2.5 and show that it preserves directed colimits. This functor is also
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colimiting for ; [16]. Notice that (Gn)R= Hn and that the morphisms in ;R are ((fn)R :
DAn+1 →DAn , (8n)R :An+1 →˙An ◦ (fn)R).
Let M be a directed set in D! with supremum
⊔ˆ
M =(
⊔
0;
⊔
1; : : : ;
⊔
n; : : :). Elements
m∈M are of the form (m0; m1; : : : ; mn; : : :) and of course for all i :
⊔
i =
⊔{mi |m∈M}.
Because all the domains DAn are ,nite all directed sets Q in them are ,nite with⊔ˆ
Q∈Q. Therefore for all ⊔i there must exist some m∈M with ⊔i =mi. This property
will play an important role in our proof. To prove that A! preserves all directed
colimits, we must verify the colimit conditions for all directed sets M and
⊔ˆ
M [11].
We prove here only the condition (X =X ∗F ). The proof of the remaining conditions
can be found in [10].
Condition (X =X ∗F ): We will show that for every element =(1; 2; : : : ; n; : : :)∈
A![
⊔ˆ
M ] there exists a directed subset Q⊆⋃{A![m ⊔ˆM ] (I) | I∈A[m] for some
m∈M}, st. = ⊔ˆQ. How can we construct this set? There must be some element
m∈M with m0 =
⊔
0. In this A![m] we can construct the ,rst “approximation”  to
. We start with 0 = 0 ∈A0[m0] and construct n+1 ∈An+1[mn+1] from n as follows:
n+1 =An+1[fn(mn)mn+1] ◦ (8n)mn(n). Obviously, n+1 ∈An+1[mn+1] and ((8n)R)mn+1
(n+1)=n. So we have the element =(0; 1; : : : ; n; : : :)∈A![m]. Now we must show
that A![m
⊔ˆ
M ] () . It is enough to show that (An[mn
⊔
n] (n) n)⇒ (An+1
[mn+1
⊔
n+1] (n+1) n+1) as we start with 0 = 0. We have An+1[mn+1
⊔
n+1]
(n+1)=An+1[mn+1
⊔
n+1]◦An+1[fn(mn)mn+1] ◦ (8n)mn(n)=An+1[fn(mn)
⊔
n+1] ◦
(8n)mn(n)=An+1[fn(
⊔
n)
⊔
n+1] ◦An+1[fn(mn)fn(
⊔
n)] ◦ (8n)mn(n)=An+1[fn(
⊔
n)
⊔n+1] ◦ (8n)unionsqn◦An[mn⊔n](n)An+1[fn(⊔n)⊔n+1] ◦ (8n)unionsqn(n) n+1. In this
way for every n we can construct an element n ∈A![mn], st. (mn)i =
⊔
i and (
n)i = i
for i6n. Obviously, A![mn
⊔ˆ
M ](n)A![mn+1
⊔ˆ
M ](n+1) and =
⊔ˆ{A![mn ⊔ˆ
M ](n) | n∈N}. So the ,rst condition is satis,ed.
We can prove now that the functor I with property > exists.
Theorem 4.8. Let FB :B⇒CPO⊥ be an order-faithful functor with a ?nite domain B.
Then the functor I from De?nition 2:4 has the property >.
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Propositions 4.7, 4.6 and Lemma 4.5.
DI is a Scott-domain as it is the colimit of ,nite (therefore algebraic) and bounded
complete domains.
One nice property of a functor F :DF ⇒CPO⊥ with property > is that natural trans-
formations are uniquely determined through functions on ,nite elements in DF , K(DF).
Lemma 4.9. Let F :DF ⇒CPO⊥ be a functor with property > and F ′ :DF ⇒CPO⊥
any other functor in FuncCPO⊥ with the same domain DF . If H := {ha :F[a]→F ′[a] | a
∈K(DF)} is a set of functions; st. the corresponding diagrams commute: F ′[a b] ◦ ha
= hb ◦F[a b]; then there exists a unique natural transformation + :F →˙F ′ with
+a= ha for all a∈K(DF).
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Proof. We have to de,ne +! for ! =∈K(DF). DF is Scott-domain and therefore !=
⊔ˆ
{d |d! and d∈K(DF)}. As F preserves directed colimits, F[!] is the colimit of
{F[d] |d∈ (↓!)∩K(DF)}. De,ne the natural sink (F[d]→F ′[!])d∈K(DF ) with fd=
F ′[d!] ◦ hd. Now +! is the unique function from F[!] to F ′[!] that makes the
diagrams commute. It is clear that + is a natural transformation.
Now that we know that we can work with the functor I with property > we are
ready to prove the two propositions from Section 4.
Proof of Proposition 3.15. The proof proceeds by structural induction. We show here
the cases (→E) and (∀I). The remaining cases can be found in [10].
(→E): Assume that a∈I [d]:<;  M : → = ([x 
→ a]) and a∈I [d]:<;  N :
= ([x 
→ a]) are continuous functions. Let now x : ∈ and let M ⊆I [d] be a
directed set with d []. We have to show that
<;   MN : =
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

)
=
⊔ˆ
{<;   MN : = ([x 
→ m]) |m ∈ M};
<;   MN : =
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

)
=
(
<;   M : → =
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

))
[]
(
<;   N : =
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

))
=
(⊔ˆ
{<;   M : → = ([x 
→ m]) |m ∈ M}
)
[]
(⊔ˆ
{<;   N : = ([x 
→ m∗]) |m∗ ∈ M}
)
=
(⊔ˆ
{(<;   M : → = ([x 
→ m]))[] |m ∈ M}
)
(⊔ˆ
{<;   N : = ([x 
→ m∗]) |m∗ ∈ M}
)
=
⊔ˆ{
(<;   M : → = ([x 
→ m]))[]
(⊔ˆ
{<;   N : = ([x 
→ m∗]) |m∗ ∈ M}
)∣∣∣∣m ∈ M
}
=
⊔ˆ{⊔ˆ{
<;   M : → = ([x 
→ m]))[]
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(⊔ˆ
{<;   N : = ([x 
→ m])
)∣∣∣∣m∗ ∈ M
}∣∣∣∣m ∈ M
}
=
⊔ˆ
{<;  M : → = ([x 
→m]))[](<;  N : = ([x 
→m])) |m∈M}
=
⊔ˆ
{<;   MN : = ([x 
→ m]) |m ∈ M}:
(∀I): From the de,nition of <;  M :∀ := we get for all d []:
I [[∀  :]  [] ([ 
→ d])]
(
<;   M : ∀  :=
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

))
= <;   ;   M : =
([
 
→ d; x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

)
=
⊔ˆ
{<;   ;   M : = ([ 
→ d; x 
→ m]) |m ∈ M}:
So for all d [] and m∈M
I [[∀  :]  [] ([ 
→ d])] (<;   M : ∀  := ([x 
→ m]))
= <;   ;   M : = ([ 
→ d; x 
→ m])
 I [[∀  :]  [] ([ 
→ d])](
<;   M :∀  :=
([
x 
→
⊔ˆ
M
]

))
:
The functor I is order faithful and [∀ :]={[] ([ 
→d] |d []}.
Therefore <;  M :∀:= ([x 
→m]) <;  M :∀ := ([x 
→ ⊔ˆM ]) for all
m∈M . For any other upper bound 8 of the set {<;  M :∀ := ([x 
→m]) |m
∈M} we get that for all d [] I [[∀ :] [] ([ 
→d])] (8) is the upper
bound of {<;  M :∀ := ([ 
→d; x 
→m]) |m∈M} and hence I [[∀ :]
[] ([ 
→d])] (<;  M :∀ := ([x 
→m]))I [[∀ :] [] ([ 
→d])] (8).
Using again the property that I is order faithful we get <;  M :∀ := ([x 
→⊔ˆ
M ]) 8.
Proof of Proposition 3.17. We use again structural induction. We need to show only
the existence of 8 as uniqueness follows from the fact that I is order faithful. Here
we show cases (→ I) and (∀E) and refer the reader to [10] for the remaining cases.
(→ I): We are looking for the unique element 8 in I [{[→ ] | ∈E}].
For ,nite elements b∈K(DI ); ({[→ ] | ∈E})(b)={([→ ])(b) | ∈E}.
De,ne Eb := {∈E | b []}. Then ({[→ ] | ∈E})(b)={[] | ∈Eb}. For
b with Eb= ∅ we have 8b :I [b]→I [ns] with 8b= x:(). For every b∈K(DI ) with
Eb = ∅ we de,ne 8b :I [b]→I [{[] | ∈Eb}] as 8b := a∈I [b]:, where  is the
unique element in I [{[] | ∈Eb}], st. I [{[] | ∈Eb} []]()= [; ; x :  
M : ]([x 
→ a]) for all ∈Eb. (Notice that the set {[x 
→ a] | ∈Eb} is sound with
respect to ;  as b [] for all ∈Eb.) That 8b is continuous can be shown as in
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case (∀I) on p. 30. We need to prove now that the diagrams commute. For all ∈Ec
and b c∈DI :
I [{[] |  ∈ Ec}  []] ◦ (8c ◦ I [b  c])
= (I [{[] |  ∈ Ec}  []] ◦ 8c) ◦ I [b  c]
= idI [[]] ◦ (I [{[] | ∈Eb}  []] ◦ 8b)
= I [{[] | ∈Ec}  []] ◦ (I [{[] | ∈Eb}  {[] |  ∈ Ec}] ◦ 8b):
From this we get that 8c ◦I [b c] =I [{[] | ∈Eb}{[] | ∈Ec}] ◦ 8b as I
is order faithful. So the diagrams commute for all a; b∈K(DI ).
The set of functions {8a :I [a]→I [{[] | ∈E} | a∈K(DI )] can be completed in
a unique way to a natural transformation 8∈I ·→I ◦ ({[→ ] | ∈E})
(Lemma 4.9). It is clear that I [{→ ] | ∈E}  [→ ]](8)= <;   x:M : →
= for all ∈E.
(∀E): There exists the unique element 9∈{[∀ :] | ∈E}, st.
I [{[∀  :] |  ∈ E}  [∀  :]](9) = <;   M : ∀  :=
for all  ∈ E:
We claim that I [{[∀ :] | ∈E}{[[ := ]] | ∈E}](9)=: 8 is the neces-
sary element in {([[ := ]] | ∈E}:
I [{[[ := ]] |  ∈ E}  [[ := ]]](8)
= I [{[[ := ]] |  ∈ E}  [[ := ]]]
◦I [{[∀  :] |  ∈ E}  {[[ := ]] |  ∈ E}](9)
= I [{[∀  :] |  ∈ E}  [[ := ]]](9)
= I [[∀  :]  [[ := ]]]
◦I [{[∀  :] |  ∈ E}  [∀  :]](9)
= I [[∀  :]  []([ 
→ []])]([;   M : ∀  :])
= <;   M : [ := ]= for all  ∈ E:
5. Extensions of F
It is straightforward to include records and record types in our model. The set of
untyped -terms > is de,ned now as
> = V |C |>> | V : T:> |>:l:
The type names of the calculus are de,ned by the following grammar:
T = V |C |T→ T | ∀V  T:T | {l1 : T1; : : : ; ln : Tn}:
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We have the standard subtyping rule for record types:
(Sub rec)
  1  1; : : : ;   n  n
  {l1 : 1; : : : ln : n; ln+1 : n+1; : : : ; lm : m}  {l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n} :
The type assignment rules for records and ,eld selection are as follows:
(Rec)
;   M1 : 1; : : : ; ;   Mn : n
;   {l1 : M1; : : : ; ln : Mn} : {l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n} ;
(Sel)
;   M : {l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n}
;   M:li : i ; 16i6n:
The function [ ] :T×Envtype→DI is extended to record type names:
[{l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n}] = l ∈ L: if l = li then [i] else ns:
We generalize the de,nition of DI to DI ∼=(B+ (DI →DI ) + (L→|T |))ns, where L
is the Gat cpo of record labels. The functor I :DI ⇒CPO⊥, is now the ,xed point of
K : FuncCPO⊥⇒FuncCPO⊥ with K[F] = (FB + (F→F) + (⊥L→F))ns. We extend it
to functions g∈L→DI :
I [g ∈ L→ |T |] = ⊥L ·→I ◦ g
I [g  g′] = 9 ∈ ⊥L ·→I ◦ g:(l ∈ L:I [g(d)  g′(d)] ◦ 9l)
(Here, ⊥L :L⇒CPO⊥, is the constant functor with ⊥L[l] = {⊥} for all l∈L.)
If L is a ,nite cpo, then the functor I has the property > (the requirements on FB
remain the same).
The additional semantics de,nitions are
<;   {l1 : M1; : : : ; ln : Mn} : {l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n}=
= 1 ∈ L:if l = li then a ∈ {⊥}:<;   Mi : i=) else a ∈ {⊥}:();
<;   M:li : i= = (<;   M : {l1 : 1; : : : ; ln : n}=)li(⊥):
As indicated in the introduction, the type [∀{l : int}:→ ] has more elements
than just the approximations of the identity natural transformations. This allows us to
de,ne constants for polymorphic record update. For example we can de,ne the constant
update l to 5 : ∀{l : real}:→ , which given a record with the ,eld l of type real
(resp. int) updates the ,eld to the value 5.0 resp. 5. The function [∀{l : real}] is
the restricted identity function id |d[{l : real}] (d  [{l : real}] is mapped to ns).
We can extend the model in a straightforward way to intersection types, and it ap-
pears relatively easy to extend the model to F! (some details still need to be checked).
We also believe that we will be able to apply our model to recursive types. At this
point we can provide interpretation only to inductive types (Gt:, where t occurs posi-
tively in ). We can also enforce that all types are interpreted as Scott-domains and to
do so we need all the cpos that interprete basic types be ,nite. (In general, the cpo of
natural transformations F ·→ F ◦f is not algebraic – for necessary conditions consult
[12]).
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